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Was I The Only One
Jordin Sparks

 Hey Guys! This is pretty simple so beginners can play. I tried not to use bar 
chords so it will be easier but the bad thing is that it will sound off when you

play it with the original track. =/
BUT ENJOY! =)

Artist: Jordin Sparks
Song Title: Was I the Only One
Album: Battlefield
Year: 2009

Was I The Only One 
Songwriters: Black, Christa; Mizell, Sam; Sparks, Jordin; Stevens, Shane;

Tuning: Standard (No capo)

Chords needed:

D
Bm
G
Am
C

Tip:
*Use finger plucking to create more depth*

Intro:
D

                     Bm                                G          
When you told me that I was a star in the sky
          D                            Bm
Baby, I believed every word
                   Bm                                      G                  
And you seemed so sincere, it was perfectly clear
                      D                                Bm                       
 Am
 Cause for-ever was all that I heard

                                     C
And every little kiss      from your tender lips     G
                                     D                            Am
Couldn t have been a lie
                                      C
I fell heart over head    without a safety net       G



                                              D
I don t understand it s goodbye

G                                D                             Am (Or  C )
Was I the only one who fell in love?
                                                 Bm 
There never really was the two of us
G                                            D
Maybe my all just wasn t good enough
C                                     D        Bm
Was I the only one, only one in love?

(Same as above)

As I walk down the hall I see the place on the wall
Where the picture of us used to be
I fight back these tears  cause I still feel you here
How could you walk out so easily?

And I don t understand how I can feel this pain
And still be alive
And all these broken dreams and all these memories
Are killing me inside

(Same)
Was I the only one who fell in love?
There never really was the two of us
Maybe my all just wasn t good enough
Was I the only one, only one?

C                             G
Tell me what I m supposed to do with all this love
D                      Bm
Baby, it was supposed to be the two of us
Am                        G                             Bm
Help me  cause I still don t want to believe
Bm                              D
I was the only one, I was the only one

(Same)

I was the only one who fell in love
There never really was the two of us
Maybe my all just wasn t good enough
I was the only one, the only one

I was the only one who fell in love
There never really was the two of us
Maybe my all just wasn t good enough
Was I the only one, the only one in love, oh

When you told me that I was a star in the sky



Baby, I believed every word


